Talk It and Walk It
SOS – Switched Onto Safety
SOS’s 21st Birthday
We are very proud to say, that as of
April 2017, SOS-Switched Onto
Safety has been operating for 21
years. There are not too many
business big or small that can say
they have been in business for 21
years, and proudly, still going strong.
We would like to thank all those
people who have played a part in
our success. There are quite a few.
We are looking forward to many
more successful years.

What Have We Been Doing
Where has the time gone. Christmas
is done and dusted, the New Year
has been welcomed in and now we
are heading towards 2017 Easter
break. We have been very busy this
quarter with:
• OSH and Quality Suitability and
Compliance Audits;
• Conducting GHS Training
• Conducting a variety of Chemical
Management Training sessions
• Medium Size Business – OSH,
Quality and Environmental
Assistance Programs support.
• Weekly Inspections customised to
the client’s needs (multiple).
• Facilitation of Stakeholder review
meetings (part of Safety in Design)
• Chemical Inventory, Register and
SDS updates.
• Business Mentoring

Current Topics of Interest
As part of our business from both an
Auditing and Consulting perspective,
we base things back to the Duty of
Care.
It is all well and good to keep making
sure companies are meeting their
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‘Employer’s Duty of Care’ it is just as
important that the Employee meets
their Duty of Care including but not
limited to working safely to ensure
your own safety and health, making
sure your actions do not cause injury
or harm to others and that you
follow your employer’s instruction
on safety and health.
A company can have all the systems
in place and being implemented, but
if an employee chooses not to follow
these systems and be responsible
for their own actions, incidents /
accidents / deaths will still occur.
For example an incident occurring in
Narrogin WA in 2013 where an
employee was found guilty to failing
to take reasonable care for the
safety of another person and, by
that failure, causing the person’s
death. The person was found guilty
for driving the forklift with the hay
baling attachment raised more than
30cm from the ground, an action he
should have foreseen could cause
serious injury or death. The person
had been warned by supervisors
about driving with the forks raised
and he had completed training,
where in part of the competency
assessment was about not driving a
forklift with the forks raised.
As the WorkSafe WA Commissioner
Lex McCulloch said, this case
demonstrates that the employer is
not the only one with a duty of care
and shows how safe systems of work
can by implemented by an employer
but ignored by and individual.
https://www.commerce.wa.gov.au/
announcements/worker-fined11000-over-death-fellow-worker

Autumn Newsletter
Advice – Tips and Hints
Signs are for reading and
understanding……..

Can you Spot the hazard above?

Our Team
•••

Megan LeNoir – Business
Manager
Guy LeNoir – Company
Director / Principal
Stuart Platt – OSHQE
Consultant/Auditor/Trainer
Peter Liron – Senior
Consultant/Auditor

Welcome
(New clients in last 3 months)
QANTAS
Leukaemia Foundation
•••

Find us on
•••

Statistics

SOS’s newest Team Member

As at 30 March, 45 Australian
workers have been killed at work in
2017. The number of worker deaths
is based on initial media reports and
is a preliminary estimate of the
number of people killed while
working.
In comparison to the same time last
year, that is 10 more deaths for the
same period.
The increase number of deaths have
come in the following industries:
•
•
•
•
•

Transport, postal and
warehousing (up by 6)
Construction (up by 2)
Arts and recreation services (up
by 2)
Electricity, gas, water and waste
services (up by 1)
Manufacturing (up by 1)

The industries with a decreased
number of deaths include:
•
•
•

Other services
Information media and
telecommunications
Professional, scientific and
technical services.

http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.a
u/sites/swa/statistics/work-relatedfatalities/pages/worker-fatalities.

Lessons Learned.
Applying Lessons learned, what does
it mean? As the question suggests it
is learning from incidents to prevent
the same or similar incidents from
happening again.
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There has been several ‘young
workers’ who have lost their lives in
workplaces throughout Australia in
these last few months.
Baby Leo James Platt born 19th
March 2017.

SAFETY SLOGANS

Safety fits like a
glove; Try one on.
Environmental Spot
Toxic chemicals have been identified
in Swan River dolphins!

Why?
Ann Sherry from Safe work Australia
has stated; “Often in their first jobs,
young workers can get caught up
with the excitement of entering the
workforce. They may overlook the
need to be familiar with the
potential workplace hazards and
safety procedures in place,”

Deceased Western Australia’s Swan
River dolphins inspected have been
found riddled with toxic pollutants
that have been linked with cancer
and are restricted in some countries
and several Australian States.
The 2 deceased dolphins were found
recently and tissue samples were
sent away for testing. PFC or
perfluorinated compounds were
found in the dolphins, the levels
were the highest recorded in
Australia. PFC’s have a long-life span
and are found in fire fighting foam, a
number of potential sources have
been identified.
It is unknown at this time if the
toxins were the catalyst for the
dolphins deaths?

Before commencing work, all young
workers including trainees or
apprentices must have:
(1) Attended an occupational health
and safety (OHS) general industry
induction training course
(White/Blue card or equivalent) If
working in the construction industry
(2) Attended a site-specific
induction; and
(3) Undertaken a work activity OHS
induction (i.e. in the safety
precautions for the work tasks
outlined in the Job Safety &
Environment Analysis or Safe Work
Method Statement prepared for
their specific work activity).

Megan’s Affirmations
Today, I am brimming with
energy and overflowing
with joy

Quality
Quality is not an Act, it is n Habit!
This quote has been used by many a
famous personality ‘so who knows
who said it first’ but what does it
really mean?

Safety in Design
A review of health, safety,
environment and other risk
considerations in the design of a
building, structure or plant is an
integral component of any delivery
process. The requirement to identify
and assess the design risks for
buildings and structures, which will
be used as a workplace or occupied
by end users and the public, is a
specific legislative requirement in
Western Australia. It is essential that
all project delivery teams
understand and familiarise and
themselves with the process.
Occupational health and safety
legislation governing safe design is in
force in the WA. The specific
legislation means that designers
hold a duty of care to ensure that all
measures have been undertaken, so
far as ‘reasonably practicable’, to
ensure the safety of construction

personnel, end users and those who
will maintain a building or structure
and use it as a workplace. Penalties
outlined under OHS legislation
across Australia are significant and
in some states may be as high as
$750,000 for a single breach. Similar
legislative frameworks are emerging
for the inclusion of environmental
consideration in the design of
buildings or structures as the effects
of resource depletion become
apparent, e.g. water and energy,
and calls for more sustainable
building practices emerge, e.g.
waste recovery.
Under current OHS design legislation
the definition of a workplace is
determined in its broadest sense,
i.e. any building or structure where
employees or self-employed persons
work or are likely to be in the course
of undertaking their work. At the
same time emerging legislative
frameworks for design have not
defined the term ‘designer’.

on a Risk in Design Review Record
form. Which should then be passed
on to the main contractor engaged
to build the project.
Include – Design option(s) which aim
to eliminate the risk (preferred
solution), reduce its impact or
introduce control measures such as
personal protective equipment to
protect those at risk (least preferred
solution). Each risk or opportunity
identified in the workshop review
should be assigned to a person
responsible for treatment, i.e.
implementing a design change.
Transfer – To the builder, end user
or maintenance personnel any
residual risks that have been
identified within the design review
workshop but cannot be eliminated
through design change. These risks
will need to be managed during
construction, end use or
maintenance activities.
Treatment – When considering a
design change to address a potential
risk(s) identified the Hierarchy of
Controls should be considered.

The objective of the Safety in Design
review process is to bring together
key stakeholders in a series of
workshop forums as early as
possible in the design process.
Those stakeholders involved in a
design review workshop should:
Identify - The potential risks
presented by the proposed design
framework for construction workers,
end users and maintenance
personnel. The Project Architect or
another design professional should
arrange the review workshops,
invite relevant stakeholders and
document the workshop outcomes
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Joke of the day

Data Extraction tool - Vendor SDS’s
Data extraction tool applies to the
Vendor MSDS material, which
means you can assign classification
data to a material that does not
have a corresponding Gold MSDS
and hence, in your risk assessment
table/grid, the material is identified
with a question mark as shown
below.

Holiday’s in this Quarter
Good Friday 14th April 17
Easter Monday 17th April 17
Anzac Day 25th April 17
•••

Health and Exercise

Special Mention
•••
Autumn is here!

Contact
•••
If we can be of any assistance,
please do not hesitate to contact us
direct on (08) 9295 0311 or for
further details on what SOS can
provide, refer to our website
www.switchedontosafety.com.au

Vendor SDS’s
We have had several queries
regarding having Vendor SDS’s or
Gold SDS’s in your system.
It is important to note that it is a
legal requirement to have the
Vendor SDS available.
Within your Chemwatch System,
please ensure that you bring across
the correct Vendor SDS for the
product your organisation uses.
When you bring the Vendor SDS
across into your system, if there is a
gold SDS (supplementary
information) it will come across at
the same time.

Guy will be presenting at the
HAZCHEM Conference – An Auditors
Experience with Chemical
Management – A Journey through
the Lenses of a Camera.

5 Tips for a safe Autumn Workout
•
•
•
•
•

Stay warm
Wear the right clothing (keep
spare around for when the days
change interminably
Continue eating the right food
Plenty of rest
Water, Water, Water

Next Time!
Upcoming Events
Chemwatch Public Courses
Hazchem Conference – 7th and 8th
June 2017 Perth, Australia

Spill Management

For all your Spill Management
products and services, contact us.

For all your Spill Management
products and services, contact us?

